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This volume provides methods for modern macromolecular crystallography, including all steps leading to crystal
structure determination and analysis. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format,
chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-bystep, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls.
Authoritative and practical, Protein Crystallography aims to ensure successful results in the further study of this
vital field.
Celebrate diversity, math, and the power of storytelling! When sisters Usha and Aarti look up at the stars, they see
different things. Aarti sees the Big Dipper, but Usha sees the Big DIGGER. And cousin Gloria sees the Big Kite!
Could they all be right? A playful introduction to geometry and spatial relationships, featuring Indian American
characters and a note about cultures and constellations. Storytelling Math celebrates children using math in their
daily adventures as they play, build, and discover the world around them. Joyful stories and hands-on activities
make it easy for kids and their grown-ups to explore everyday math together. Developed in collaboration with
math experts at STEM education nonprofit TERC, under a grant from the Heising-Simons Foundation.
Handbook of Capture-Recapture AnalysisPrinceton University Press
Ellis Alves is no angel. But his lawyer says he was framed for the murder of college student Melissa
Henderson...and asks Spenser for help. From Boston's back streets to Manhattan's elite, Spenser and Hawk search
for suspects, including Melissa's rich-kid, tennis-star boyfriend. But when a man with a .22 puts Spenser in a coma,
the hope for justice may die with him...
A Story of Baaga'adowe/Lacrosse
Jagged Little Pill: The Novel
Trophy Buck
Coptic Texts of Ritual Power
The Making of the Godfather
Story and Sustainability
Excited to go on his first family hunting trip, twelve-year-old Rodney learns Cherokee traditions, gun safety, and patience.
The Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh and his followers were involved in nefarious activities including prostitution, drug smuggling, sexual abuse
of children, and murder conspiracy. The Rajneesh Chronicles explains this behavior--and why the cult that committed the first act of
bioterrorism in the U.S. was trying to cultivate a live AIDS virus. Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, widely known as the "sex guru," fled India in
1981 and came to settle on a ranch in central Oregon, where he and his followers established the illegal city of Rajneeshpuram. In their
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effort to preserve the city, the Rajneeshees attempted during the 1984 election to take control of the Wasco County government by
poisoning two county commissioners and over 700 potential voters in The Dalles, the county seat, with salmonella̶the first act of bioterrorism in U.S. history. Armed to the teeth with semiautomatic weapons, they threatened to defend the city to the death against any
governmental intrusion, and hatched a plot to assassinate a U.S attorney. When the commune finally imploded and authorities arrived on
the scene, they discovered that the Rajneesh nurse who had cultivated salmonella bacteria in the commune s biological warfare
laboratory was also trying to cultivate a live AIDS virus̶which deranged group leaders clearly hoped to unleash on the rest on the world.
The Rajneesh Chronicles is a collection of in-depth investigative and analytical articles published in Oregon Magazine covering the entire
period from the time of the cult s arrival in Oregon in mid-1981 to its dramatic disintegration at the end of 1985 (with an introductory
chronology that extends the story up to the present). While most press treated the cult s antics as a humorous sideshow typified by the
Bhagwan s dozens of Rolls-Royces, editor in chief Win McCormack and other of the magazine s writers systematically exposed the full
range of the Rajneeshees depraved behavior, including their involvement in prostitution and international drug smuggling, sexual
exploitation of children, abuse of homeless people they imported into Rajneeshpuram to register as voters, and the use of brainwashing
techniques bordering on torture. The tale of the Rajneesh has become an amorphous legend few inside or outside of Oregon actually
understand. The Rajneesh Chronicles fully illuminates the shocking reality behind that legend.
A timely and gutsy YA novel based on the Tony and Grammy Award winning musical from Alanis Morissette, Diablo Cody, and Glen
Ballard! Swallow it down̶what a jagged little pill . . . Jagged Little Pill: The Novel follows the intertwining lives of five teens whose world
is changed forever after the events at a party. Adopted Frankie struggles to see eye-to-eye with her mother̶who would rather ignore a
problem and preserve their perfect life than stand up for what s right. Jo just wants her mom to accept her queer identity̶and is
totally crushed when Frankie, the only person who really gets her, finds herself infatuated with someone new. Phoenix tries to find his
place at the new school and balance wanting to spend time with Frankie but knowing he also has to help out with his sick sister at home.
Bella wants to enjoy the end of high school and just head off to college without a hitch. Everyone expects Frankie's brother Nick to be the
golden boy, but even though he just got into his dream school, he s not even sure he's a good person. Each of their stories intersects
when Bella is sexually assaulted at a party, and it looks like the perpetrator might get away with it. Moving, heartfelt, and raw, Jagged
Little Pill: The Novel draws on the musical s story and gives readers deeper glimpses of the characters. It s a story about the power of
voicing your pain, standing up for what s right, and finding healing and connection.
In this entertaining and insightful essay, Mario Puzo chronicles his rise from struggling writer to overnight success after the publication of
The Godfather. With equal parts cynicism and humor, Puzo recounts the book deal and his experiences in Hollywood while writing the
screenplay for the movie. Francis Ford Coppola, Robert Evans, Peter Bart, Marlon Brando, and Al Pacino all make appearances-as does
Frank Sinatra, in his famous and disastrous encounter with Puzo. First published in 1972, the essay is now available as an ebook for the
first time. A must-have for every Godfather fan! Featuring a foreword by Ed Falco, author of The Family Corleone.
Handbook of Capture-Recapture Analysis
The Next Level of Working on the Work
Who's Your Caddy?
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Dictionary of Tlingit
A Novel
A collection of hilarious, poignant, and moving essays from Marian Keyes. Her tales of her eye-lash extension horrors, domestic
goddess attempts, and the time that she decided to become a yoga instructor will have you crying with laughter.
Though few of us now live close to the soil, the world we inhabit has been sculpted by our long national saga of settlement. At the
heart of our identity lies the notion of the family farm, as shaped by European history and reshaped by the vast opportunities of
the continent. It lies at the heart of Jane Brox's personal story, too: she is the daughter of immigrant New England farmers whose
way of life she memorialized in her first two books but has not carried on. In this clear-eyed, lyrical account, Brox twines the two
narratives, personal and historical, to explore the place of the family farm as it has evolved from the pilgrims' brutal progress at
Plymouth to the modern world, where much of our food is produced by industrial agriculture while the small farm is both
marginalized and romanticized. In considering the place of the farm, Brox also considers the rise of textile cities in America, which
encroached not only upon farms and farmers but upon the sense of commonality that once sustained them; and she traces the
transformation of the idea of wilderness--and its intricate connection to cultivation--which changed as our ties to the land
loosened, as terror of the wild was replaced by desire for it. Exploring these strands with neither judgment nor sentimentality,
Brox arrives at something beyond a biography of the farm: a vivid depiction of the half-life it carries on in our collective
imagination.
Chooch Tenkiller is not thrilled to be spending some of his summer with his Cherokee story-telling uncles and cousin Janees at a
convention in North Carolina. While there, the uncles want to visit Judaculla Rock, a place of spiritual significance to the Cherokee
people. Little does Chooch know that he has his own connection to the rock--a connection that could put him in mortal danger.
Today, Anthony Cumia is the co-host of the wildly popular “Anthony Cumia Show,” which live-streams to a huge following of paid
subscribers; however, Anthony is most well-known from the legendary, nationally syndicated “Opie and Anthony Show.”
Permanently Suspended is an all-access pass to the controversial mayhem that ensued on-and-off the air. A must-read for all
diehard O&A fans, Permanently Suspended finally answers the questions that everyone has been waiting for: What really
happened between Opie and Anthony? What was the reasoning behind the multiple firings? What prompted the tweeting about
the Times Square NYC incident? What is the true account of the controversial allegations? What are the never-before-revealed
details of Anthony’s stint in rehab? What does the future hold for his livestream podcast? These questions, and many more, will
be answered. Permanently Suspended is a humorous, no-holds-barred account of the legendary career and life of Anthony
Cumia—a blue collar guy who made his dreams come true, rising above all obstacles to become one of the most well-known and
successful personalities in radio history.
The Rajneesh Chronicles: The True Story of the Cult that Unleashed the First Act of Bioterrorism on U.S. Soil
The Panther and the Lash
Warning Miracle
Comprising a Dictionary, English and Hindoostanee; with a Grammatical Introduction
Goodness-of-fit
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Ancient Christian Magic

Solve challenging data science problems by mastering cutting-edge machine learning
techniques in Python About This Book Resolve complex machine learning problems and
explore deep learning Learn to use Python code for implementing a range of machine
learning algorithms and techniques A practical tutorial that tackles real-world computing
problems through a rigorous and effective approach Who This Book Is For This title is for
Python developers and analysts or data scientists who are looking to add to their
existing skills by accessing some of the most powerful recent trends in data science. If
you've ever considered building your own image or text-tagging solution, or of entering a
Kaggle contest for instance, this book is for you! Prior experience of Python and
grounding in some of the core concepts of machine learning would be helpful. What You
Will Learn Compete with top data scientists by gaining a practical and theoretical
understanding of cutting-edge deep learning algorithms Apply your new found skills to
solve real problems, through clearly-explained code for every technique and test Automate
large sets of complex data and overcome time-consuming practical challenges Improve the
accuracy of models and your existing input data using powerful feature engineering
techniques Use multiple learning techniques together to improve the consistency of
results Understand the hidden structure of datasets using a range of unsupervised
techniques Gain insight into how the experts solve challenging data problems with an
effective, iterative, and validation-focused approach Improve the effectiveness of your
deep learning models further by using powerful ensembling techniques to strap multiple
models together In Detail Designed to take you on a guided tour of the most relevant and
powerful machine learning techniques in use today by top data scientists, this book is
just what you need to push your Python algorithms to maximum potential. Clear examples
and detailed code samples demonstrate deep learning techniques, semi-supervised learning,
and more - all whilst working with real-world applications that include image, music,
text, and financial data. The machine learning techniques covered in this book are at the
forefront of commercial practice. They are applicable now for the first time in contexts
such as image recognition, NLP and web search, computational creativity, and
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commercial/financial data modeling. Deep Learning algorithms and ensembles of models are
in use by data scientists at top tech and digital companies, but the skills needed to
apply them successfully, while in high demand, are still scarce. This book is designed to
take the reader on a guided tour of the most relevant and powerful machine learning
techniques. Clear descriptions of how techniques work and detailed code examples
demonstrate deep learning techniques, semi-supervised learning and more, in real world
applications. We will also learn about NumPy and Theano. By this end of this book, you
will learn a set of advanced Machine Learning techniques and acquire a broad set of
powerful skills in the area of feature selection & feature engineering. Style and
approach This book focuses on clarifying the theory and code behind complex algorithms to
make them practical, useable, and well-understood. Each topic is described with realworld applications, providing both broad contextual coverage and detailed guidance.
“A painful truth of family life: the most tender emotions can change in an instant. You
think your parents love you but is it you they love, or the child who is theirs?” --Joyce
Carol Oates, My Life as a Rat Which should prevail: loyalty to family or loyalty to the
truth? Is telling the truth ever a mistake and is lying for one’s family ever justified?
Can one do the right thing, but bitterly regret it? My Life as a Rat follows Violet Rue
Kerrigan, a young woman who looks back upon her life in exile from her family following
her testimony, at age twelve, concerning what she knew to be the racist murder of an
African-American boy by her older brothers. In a succession of vividly recalled episodes
Violet contemplates the circumstances of her life as the initially beloved youngest child
of seven Kerrigan children who inadvertently “informs” on her brothers, setting into
motion their arrests and convictions and her own long estrangement. Arresting and
poignant, My Life as a Rat traces a life of banishment from a family—banishment from
parents, siblings, and the Church—that forces Violet to discover her own identity, to
break the powerful spell of family, and to emerge from her long exile as a “rat” into a
transformed life.
Hughes's last collection of poems commemorates the experience of Black Americans in a
voice that no reader could fail to hear—the last testament of a great American writer who
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grappled fearlessly and artfully with the most compelling issues of his time. “Langston
Hughes is a titanic figure in 20th-century American literature ... a powerful interpreter
of the American experience.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer From the publication of his first
book in 1926, Langston Hughes was America's acknowledged poet of color. Here, Hughes's
voice—sometimes ironic, sometimes bitter, always powerful—is more pointed than ever
before, as he explicitly addresses the racial politics of the sixties in such pieces as
"Prime," "Motto," "Dream Deferred," "Frederick Douglas: 1817-1895," "Still Here,"
"Birmingham Sunday." " History," "Slave," "Warning," and "Daybreak in Alabama."
This thought-provoking collection of magical texts from ancient Egypt shows the exotic
rituals, esoteric healing practices, and incantatory and supernatural dimensions that
flowered in early Christianity. These remarkable Christian magical texts include curses,
spells of protection from "headless powers" and evil spirits, spells invoking thunderous
powers, descriptions of fire baptism, and even recipes from a magical "cookbook."
Virtually all the texts are by Coptic Christians, and they date from about the 1st-12th
centuries of the common era, with the majority from late antiquity. By placing these
rarely seen texts in historical context and discussing their significance, the authors
explore the place of healing, prayer, miracles, and magic in the early Christian
experience, and expand our understanding of Christianity and Gnosticism as a vital folk
religion.
Protein Crystallography
Hindoostanee Philology
Look, Grandma! Ni, Elisi!
The Reluctant Storyteller
The Things They Carried
Looping for the Great, Near Great, and Reprobates of Golf
In Everyday Harumi, now reissed as an attractive jacketed paperback, Harumi Kurihara, Japan's most
popular cookery writer, selects her favourite foods and presents more than 60 new home-style recipes
for you to make for family and friends. Harumi wants everyone to be able to make her recipes and she
demonstrates how easy it is to cook Japanese food for every day occasions without needing to shop at
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specialist food stores. Using many of her favourite ingredients, Harumi presents recipes for soups,
starters, snacks, party dishes, main courses and family feasts that are quick and simple to prepare, all
presented in her effortless, down-to-earth and unpretentious approach to stylish living and eating.
Every recipe is photographed and includes beautiful step-by-step instructions that show key Japanese
cooking techniques. Texture and flavour are important to Japanese food and Harumi takes you through
the basic sauces you can make at home and the staples you should have in your store cupboard.
Photographed by award-winning photographer Jason Lowe, this warm and approachable cookbook
invites you to cook and share Japanese food in a simple and elegant style.
"Eleven-year-old Travis Skinaway learns about his American Indian culture and history as he practices
the Creator's game, lacrosse"-Story and Sustainability explores the role of story in planning theory and practice, with the goal of
creating U.S. cities able to balance competing claims for economic growth, environmental health, and
social justice. In the book, urban practitioners and scholars from fields as diverse as American studies,
English, geography, history, planning, and criminal justice reflect critically on the traditional
exclusionary power of storytelling and on its potential to facilitate the transformations of imagination,
theory, and practice necessary to create sustainable, democratic American cities. The book begins with
an editors' introduction identifying story, sustainable U.S. cities, and democracy as the three key
themes. Part I advances and refines these concepts, connects them to contemporary U.S. urban
planning, and provides tools that can be used when reading and interpreting the texts in part II. Part II
exemplifies, amplifies, and modifies the key themes and arguments through the presentation of eight
texts: theoretical and experiential, academic and nonacademic, expository and narrative, and familiar
and unfamiliar. The combined focus on story and urban sustainability makes this book a unique
contribution to planning literature.
While studying the Harlem Renaissance, students at a Bronx high school read aloud poems they've
written, revealing their innermost thoughts and fears to their formerly clueless classmates.
My Life as a Rat
Bronx Masquerade
Methods and Protocols
The History of British India
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Completely Revised and Updated
Clearing Land
The popular sportswriter and humorist describes his experiences as a caddy for some famous professional and
celebrity golfers, offering accounts of his own ineptitude as a caddy and insights into what makes golfers great.
Celebrate diversity, math, and the power of storytelling! Bo wants to find the perfect container to show off his
traditional marbles for the Cherokee national Holiday. It needs to be just the right size: big enough to fit all the
marbles, but not too big to fit in his family's booth at the festival for the Cherokee National Holiday. And it needs to
look good! With his grandmother's help, Bo tries many containers until he finds just the right one. A playful
exploration of volume and capacity featuring Native characters and a glossary of Cherokee words. Storytelling Math
celebrates children using math in their daily adventures as they play, build, and discover the world around them.
Joyful stories and hands-on activities make it easy for kids and their grown-ups to explore everyday math together.
Developed in collaboration with math experts at STEM education nonprofit TERC, under a grant from the HeisingSimons Foundation.
The Reluctant Storyteller includes: The Energy of Thunder Beings by Art Coulson and Roy Boney, Jr. and Cherokee
Life Today by Traci Sorell. Chooch is reluctant about many things. He is reluctant to be a storyteller like the rest of
his Cherokee family, and he is reluctant to spend spring break in the small town of Greasy, Oklahoma, with Uncle
Dynamite. But Chooch will find out there's more than one way to tell a story.
Originally published in 1960, The Dictionary of American Slang is widely regarded as the standard in its field.
Expanded and completely updated, this third edition contains more than 19,000 terms of representing the variety
and vigor of American slang, from the most widely acceptable to the taboo, and covering all periods of American
history -- from the gypsies, soldiers, railroad workers and cowboys of the 19th century to more modern spawning
grounds such as the rock 'n' roll world, the corporate sector, African-Americans, gays and lesbians and many more.
Intimately connected with the fringes of our culture and responding with vigilance to new developments in
technology, slang is the fastest changing part of our language. This new edition considers the subcultures that have
emerged in the wake of the past decade's technological and communication advances, including the advent of
computer usage at home and in the workplace and the explosion of the Internet and the World Wide Web. With more
than 2,000 new terms, the Lexicon of the '90s is recorded here in definitive detail. Like previous editions, this
edition features pronunciation guides, word origins, examples of appropriate usage as well as a helpful highlighting
system that lets you know which terms should be used with caution, and never in polite company. Both as important
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archive of the way America is really talking and a lot of fun to read, The Dictionary of American Slang will prove to
be an invaluable companion in keeping up with the dauntingly jargon-filled, quickly evolving language of today.
The Creator's Game
Legacies of the American Farm
Nucleic Acid Crystallography
"Left Wing" Communism
Powwow Day
Planning, Practice, and Possibility for American Cities
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto the literary scene,
The Things They Carried is a ground-breaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell
Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father
and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school classrooms to graduate seminars in creative
writing—it has become required reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions of fact
and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur
Livre Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book
Critics Circle Award.
ENGAGING STUDENTS In Phillip Schlechty's best-selling book Working on the Work, he outlined a motivational framework for
improving student performance by improving the quality of schools designed for students. Engaging Students offers a nextstep resource in which Schlechty incorporates what he's learned from the field and from the hundreds of workshops he and
the Schlechty Center staff have conducted since Working on the Work was first published. This innovative and practical
book is focused on helping teachers become increasingly successful in designing engaging work for their students.
Schlechty contends that rather than viewing schools as teaching platforms, schools must be viewed as learning platforms.
Rather than seeing schools as knowledge distribution systems, schools must be seen as knowledge work systems. Rather
than defining teachers as instructors, teachers must be defined as designers, leaders, and guides to instruction. Engaging
Students also includes useful questionnaires that will facilitate discussion, analysis, and action planning at both school and
classroom levels. Praise for Engaging Students "In Engaging Students, Schlechty boldly delineates why the focus on
engaging students overrides the focus on test scores. Every teacher and administrator in my district will use this guide to
transform our entire organization into one that is truly focused on student engagement." —KIM REDMOND, superintendent,
Canton Local Schools, Canton, Ohio "This insightful book reminds us that every decision made in schools should ultimately
benefit students. You will find yourself referring to this book again and again as a guide to support you in your role as an
educator." —ALLENE MAGILL, executive director, Professional Association of Georgia Educators, Atlanta, Georgia "Here is a
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much-enriched framework for everything Dr. Schlechty advocates: well articulated curriculum standards, schools as a
platform for learning, teachers as leaders and designers of engaging and meaningful work, and students becoming
responsible for their learning." —NYANA SIMS, K-12 literacy and induction facilitator, Goshen School District, Torrington,
Wyoming "By understanding and implementing the principles so thoughtfully articulated in this book, schools can become
centers of highly engaged learners—and in that endeavor find again the joy of teaching and learning." —JOHNNY VESELKA,
executive director, Texas Association of School Administrators, Austin, Texas
This volume aims to familiarize readers with the varieties of world Englishes used across cultures and to create awareness
of some of the linguistic and socially relevant contexts and functions that have given rise to them. It emphasizes that
effective communication among users of different Englishes requires awareness of the varieties in use and their cultural,
social, and ideational functions. Cultures, Contexts and World Englishes: demonstrates the rich results of integrating theory,
methodology and application features critical and detailed discussion of the sociolinguistics of English in the globalized
world gives equal emphasis to grammar and pragmatics of variation and to uses of Englishes in spoken and written modes
in major English-using regions of the world. Each chapter includes suggestions for further reading and challenging discussion
questions and appropriate research projects designed to enhance the usefulness of this volume in courses such as world
Englishes, English in the Global Context, Sociolinguistics, Critical Applied Linguistics, Language Contact and Convergence,
Ethnography of Communication, and Crosscultural Communication.
CITY OF DREDD is an unofficial guide to all the official Mega-City One locations to have ever featured in the vast JUDGE
DREDD mythology and will overload the 'thrill-receptors' of even the most hard-core 'Dreddhead'! In the year 2133AD, in
the tumultuous decades after the GREAT ATOMIC WAR, the Earth's nations have been left devastated, falling into living
nightmares where only the most brutal and phantasmagoric survive. The old world governments, fearful and corrupted,
have been replaced by the JUDGES, an elite organisation part law-enforcer, part army, who rule with an iron fist. The Judges
are more dangerous than the toughest criminal, alien invader or rampaging mutant horde, because only they have the LAW
on their side! Among their number, one man with a resolve tougher than rockcrete has through the years of slaughter
exemplified the very best and the worst that Mankind can offer. He is the ultimate law enforcer, the living legend that is
JUDGE DREDD!
Simple Japanese food for family and friends
Making it Up as I Go Along
The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao
Advanced Machine Learning with Python
Usha and the Big Digger
Asbestos Diary
The re-emergent field of quantitative electron crystallography is described by some of its most eminent practitioners. They
describe the theoretical framework for electron scattering, specimen preparation, experimental techniques for optimum data
collection, the methodology of structure analysis and refinement, and a range of applications to inorganic materials (including
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minerals), linear polymers, small organic molecules (including those used in nonlinear optical devices), incommensurately
modulated structures (including superconductors), alloys, and integral membrane proteins. The connection between electron
crystallography and X-ray crystallography is clearly defined, especially in the utilisation of the latest methods for direct
determination of crystallographic phases, as well as the unique role of image analysis of high-resolution electron micrographs for
phase determination. Even the aspect of multiple beam dynamic diffraction (once dreaded because it was thought to preclude ab
initio analysis) is considered as a beneficial aid for symmetry determination as well as the elucidation of crystallographic phases,
and as a criterion for monitoring the progress of structure refinement. Whereas other texts have hitherto preferentially dealt with
the analysis of electron diffraction and image data from thin organic materials, this work discusses - with considerable optimism the prospects of looking at `harder' materials, composed of heavier atoms. Audience: Could be used with profit as a graduate-level
course on electron crystallography. Researchers in the area will find a statement of current progress in the field.
This volume includes comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of all nucleic-acid-specific steps used in X-ray crystallography, from
macromolecule production to structure determination. Chapters dedicated to RNA preparation and crystallogenesis will be of
interest to beginners, while chapters focused on data collection, phasing and refinement will be particularly useful to researchers
with a higher level of expertise. Several functional case studies are also presented in the last part of the book. Written in the highly
successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the
necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and
avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and thorough, Nucleic Acid Crystallography: Methods and Protocols presents protocols that
are aimed at both researchers and students who are interested in the structural biology of DNA or RNA, alone or in complex with
proteins or ligands.
Every day, biologists in parkas, raincoats, and rubber boots go into the field to capture and mark a variety of animal species. Back
in the office, statisticians create analytical models for the field biologists' data. But many times, representatives of the two
professions do not fully understand one another's roles. This book bridges this gap by helping biologists understand state-of-theart statistical methods for analyzing capture-recapture data. In so doing, statisticians will also become more familiar with the
design of field studies and with the real-life issues facing biologists. Reliable outcomes of capture-recapture studies are vital to
answering key ecological questions. Is the population increasing or decreasing? Do more or fewer animals have a particular
characteristic? In answering these questions, biologists cannot hope to capture and mark entire populations. And frequently, the
populations change unpredictably during a study. Thus, increasingly sophisticated models have been employed to convert data
into answers to ecological questions. This book, by experts in capture-recapture analysis, introduces the most up-to-date methods
for data analysis while explaining the theory behind those methods. Thorough, concise, and portable, it will be immensely useful to
biologists, biometricians, and statisticians, students in both fields, and anyone else engaged in the capture-recapture process.
Sealaska Heritage Institute's Dictionary of Tlingit is the product of years of documentation of the Tlingit language with assistance
from fluent Elders. It's a must-have resource for language learners and for people who are interested in learning more about the
Tlingit culture. The Dictionary of Tlingit is the first to include nouns and verbs and all the minor word categories such as adjectives,
adverbs, and interjections in a single resource. The vast majority of the verb forms have never before been documented or
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published. It also includes example sentences for most of the entries, which illustrates the words in a context.
Small Vices
Permanently Suspended
Engaging Students
Boyd Psychiatric Nursing
Contemporary Practice
Everyday Harumi

Things have never been easy for Oscar. A ghetto nerd living with his Dominican family in New Jersey, he's sweet but disastrously
overweight. He dreams of becoming the next J.R.R. Tolkien and he keeps falling hopelessly in love. Poor Oscar may never get what
he wants, thanks to the Fukú - the curse that has haunted his family for generations. With dazzling energy and insight Díaz immerses
us in the tumultuous lives of Oscar; his runaway sister Lola; their beautiful mother Belicia; and in the family's uproarious journey
from the Dominican Republic to the US and back. Rendered with uncommon warmth and humour, The Brief Wondrous Life of
Oscar Wao is a literary triumph, that confirms Junot Díaz as one of the most exciting writers of our time.
In this uplifting, contemporary Native American story, River is recovering from illness and can't dance at the powwow this year. Will
she ever dance again? River wants so badly to dance at powwow day as she does every year. In this uplifting and contemporary
picture book perfect for beginning readers, follow River's journey from feeling isolated after an illness to learning the healing power
of community. Additional information explains the history and functions of powwows, which are commonplace across the United
States and Canada and are open to both Native Americans and non-Native visitors. Author Traci Sorell is a member of the Cherokee
Nation, and illustrator Madelyn Goodnight is a member of the Chickasaw Nation.
Cultures, Contexts, and World Englishes
City of Dredd
Electron Crystallography
An Infantile Disorder
Chasing Bigfoot
The Rise and Fall... and Rise Again of Radio's Most Notorious Shock Jock
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